Algorithms for listing the subgraphs satisfying a given property (e.g., being a clique, a cut, a cycle, etc.) fall within the general framework of set systems. A set system (U, F) uses a ground set U (e.g., the network nodes) and an indicator F ⊆ 2 U of which subsets of U have the required property. For the problem of listing all sets in F maximal under inclusion, the ambitious goal is to cover a large class of set systems, preserving at the same time the efficiency of the enumeration. Among the existing algorithms, the best-known ones list the maximal subsets in time proportional to their number but may require exponential space. In this paper we improve the state of the art in two directions by introducing an algorithmic framework that, under standard suitable conditions, simultaneously (i) extends the class of problems that can be solved efficiently to strongly accessible set systems, and (ii) reduces the additional space usage from exponential in |U| to stateless, thus accounting for just O(q) space, where q ≤ |U| is the largest size of a maximal set in F.
Introduction
Algorithms for graph listing have a long history and even if they were born in the 70s in the context of enumerative combinatorics and computational complexity [20, 29, 36, 39, 46] , the interest has quickly broadened to a variety of other communities in computer science and not, massively involving algorithm design techniques.
In network analysis discovering special communities corresponds to finding all the subgraphs with a given property [1, 17, 30, 34, 35, 42] . In bioinformatics, listing all the solutions is desirable, as single or few solutions may not be meaningful due to noise of the data, noise of the models, or unclear objectives [12, 24, 28, 33, 40] . In graph databases, graph structures are used for semantic queries, where nodes, edges, and properties are used to represent and store data; retrieving information corresponds to find all the suitable subgraphs in these databases [3, 14, 47] . When dealing with incomplete information, it may be impossible to completely satisfy a query. Subgraph listing algorithms can find answers that maximally satisfy a partial query; for instance, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the results of a join or full disjunction query and certain subgraphs of the assignment graph, a special graph obtained by combining the relational database with the given query. Moreover, the kind of subgraphs to look for depend not only on the database, but also on the query [14] .
In this scenario, graph enumeration has left the theoretical border [27] to meet more stringent requirements: not only a given listing problem must fit a given class of complexity, but its algorithms must be efficient also in real-world applications. To promote efficiency, many works try to eliminate redundancy by, for example, listing only solutions which respect properties of closure [8] or maximality [13] . On the other hand, algorithm design has made a big effort to generalize the graph properties to be enumerated and to unify the corresponding approaches [5, 11, 13, 29, 43] . These generalizations allow the same algorithm to solve many different problems.
The contribution of this paper fits into this line of research: on one side, we want to obtain efficient listing algorithms able to list maximal solutions in large networks; on the other side, we aim at designing an algorithmic framework which solves simultaneously many problems and leave the designer in charge of few core tasks depending on the specific application. In particular, we focus on efficient enumeration algorithms for maximal subgraphs satisfying a given property (e.g. being a clique, a cut, a cycle, a matching, etc.), as they fall within the general framework of set systems [13, 29] .
Set systems and maximality. Consider for instance the problem of listing the maximal cliques in a graph G = (V, E). We can see this problem as defined on a ground set U = V , where each clique is represented by its vertex set X ⊆ U that satisfies the condition X ∈ F, where membership in F is equivalent to say that for each pair u, v ∈ X such that u = v, we have {u, v} ∈ E. It is also always assumed that ∅ ∈ F. In general, a set system (U, F) is a unifying model to formulate listing problems on graphs by specifying a ground set U of objects (e.g., the vertices of the graph) and indicating which combination of these objects meets the wanted property, expressed as the collection F ⊆ 2 U of "good" subsets that fulfill the property [29] . For this reason, in the remainder of the paper we will use the term "property" as a synonym of set system, meaning the set system induced by the given property (e.g., being a clique) in a graph. Moreover, we assume in the rest of the paper that F is given algorithmically, i.e. we can check whether X ∈ F in time G T = poly(|U |) and space G S = Ω(q), where q is the maximum size among the sets X ∈ F.
We are interested in listing just the maximal solutions of F, where a solution X ∈ F is maximal if there exists no Y ∈ F such that X ⊂ Y . This is of interest for many applications in literature (e.g. [11, 43, 23, 26] ) where instances can have a number of maximal solutions that is much smaller than |F| ≤ 2 |U | . However, generating only maximal solutions usually makes the listing problem harder, as it generally requires more sophisticated techniques: for example, we are not aware of any Constant Amortized Time algorithm for listing maximal patterns in graph, while many have been designed for non-maximal listing problems [37, 45] . In some cases, it may even be difficult to decide whether a solution X ∈ F is maximal or not. In this paper we will focus on set systems which respect the following property: X, Y ∈ F and X ⊂ Y implies that there exists z ∈ Y \ X such that X ∪ {z} ∈ F [4, 8] . This class of set systems is called strongly accessible and it is the most general one for which the maximality of a solution can be verified in polynomial time.
We remark that there is a trade-off between generality and efficiency, as a truly general output sensitive 1 framework for listing maximal solutions seems hard to achieve for all set systems: it is known from the early 80s that this would imply p=np [29] . For this reason, Lawler et al. [29] and later Cohen et al. [13] have shown that the hardness of a listing problem can be linked to that of solving an easier core task, called in [13] restricted problem. Keeping this in mind, we will proceed along two orthogonal directions simultaneously: (i) our framework can deal with a wide class of set systems; (ii) we heavily improve the memory usage over the currently known exponential space (which means just a poly-logarithm of the output size [19] ). We actually go further when output has not to be stored, and show that our framework is stateless, meaning that it uses just O(q) additional Case studies and open problems. Before claiming our results, we give some necessary background for our work. Many works in the literature focus their attention on listing maximal solutions of specific set systems, solving them with ad hoc techniques. For example, they focus on cliques [9, 18, 41, 32, 2] , independent sets [23, 43] , acyclic subgraphs [49, 38] , matchings [21, 44] , k-plexes [7, 48] which all correspond to hereditary properties (or more generally independence set systems), i.e. X ⊆ Y ⊆ U and Y ∈ F implies X ∈ F [29] . These kinds of problems can be often efficiently solved in output sensitive time and polynomial space by using general frameworks [11, 13, 29] .
However, some tricky properties do not fit in the above scenario. The maximal common connected induced subgraphs (mcciss) between two graphs A and B is one notable example. This problem is at least as hard as the graph isomorphism problem [6] . For this reason a weaker form is considered, where the individual isomorphisms are listed (noting that many isomorphisms can correspond to the same mccis). Surprisingly, no output-sensitive listing algorithm with polynomial space is known for even this version, while several papers [10, 25, 26] adapt existing techniques for maximal clique enumeration without any guarantee. We will use this problem as a running example through the paper, showing that our framework yields an output-sensitive and polynomial space algorithm for the problem. What is known is the transformation by Koch [26] , so that it reduces to the enumeration of special cliques in a new graph, called product graph G, whose edges are either black or white (see Figure 1 ): let G B be the edge subgraph of G containing only the black edges and define a bc-clique as a connected subgraph of G B whose nodes form a clique in G; then, for each (maximal) isomorphism of A and B, there is a (maximal) bc-clique in G, and vice versa.
Listing bc-cliques share with other listing problems the so called connected hereditary property: all the solutions in F are connected in some given graph (G B in the case of bc-cliques); moreover, given X ⊆ Y ⊆ U, if X is connected and Y ∈ F then X ∈ F, i.e., F is closed wrt connected induced subgraphs [13] . Finding a memory-efficient framework for connected hereditary graph properties is still open, as the only option is using the framework in [13, 14] , which requires keeping all the maximal solutions in memory. This open problem is interesting as its solution would allow memory-efficient enumeration also for other well-known problems such as connected k-plexes [7] and several types of database queries [14] .
We remark that hereditary and connected hereditary set systems are both also strongly accessible set systems, as shown in Figure 2 . However, it is easy to show that the strongly accessible class contains more than just hereditary and connected hereditary properties: for example, if R is a set of Figure 2 : Hierarchy of Set Systems vertices, the property of "being a bc-clique containing a vertex of R" is not connected hereditary (as a connected subset will still be a bc-clique but may not contain any vertex from R), but it is straightforward to see that it is still strongly accessible. In general, we will refer to hereditary and connected hereditary properties with the additional constraint of containing a vertex from a required set as required hereditary and required connected hereditary respectively. Such properties are strongly accessible, but they are no more hereditary or connected hereditary. For the sake of clarity, Table 1 summarizes our definitions and gives some examples.
Results. In this paper, we provide a stateless output-sensitive framework for connected hereditary properties. This is the first polynomial space output-sensitive framework for this kind of systems, solving the open problem by [13] , as stateless implies polynomial space (actually it can be much less). As an application, our result implies the first output sensitive polynomial memory listing algorithm for maximal isomorphisms (bc-cliques) corresponding to maximal common connected induced subgraphs, using just O(q) memory. Our approach extends to the strongly accessible set systems independently from the core task, with a cost which is not far from the optimum, which we prove to be in the worst case Ω(α2 q/2 ), where α is the number of maximal solutions, unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis [22] is false.
Techniques. When designing listing algorithms, binary partition is a simple yet powerful technique which consists in recursively dividing the set of solutions into two or more non-overlapping partitions. In order to get output-sensitive algorithms, it is necessary to decide whether each of these sets is On the left, a graph-like structure whose nodes represent the maximal solutions of a set system and edges represent all the possible ways to "jump" from a solution to another. On the right, a possible forest-like structure induced by a reverse-seach algorithm. empty in polynomial time. However, when dealing with maximal solutions, a result by Lawler et al. [29] which we will discuss in Section 2 implies that this cannot be done even for restrictive classes of problems unless p=np.
In this scenario, reverse search by Avis and Fukuda [5] is a more powerful technique avoiding this kind of problems. Its general schema is based on operations which allow jumping from a solution to another. These operations define a graph-like structure as that represented in Figure 3 , that can be traversed in order to find all of them. The key feature of reverse-search is then pruning this structure to obtain a tree-like (or forest-like) one: a tree-like structure is easy to traverse without incurring multiple times in the same nodes, whereas a more complex graph-like structure requires keeping in memory all the visited nodes. For the reader who is not familiar with reverse search, we refer to the original paper [5] or to our overview in Section 3.2.
Whether reverse search could be efficiently adapted to be output sensitive and memory efficient on non-hereditary set systems was an open problem [13] . We show that state of the art strategies for many specific set systems cannot be applied, as the routines to transform a maximal solution into another, when using the lexicographical order of the elements, involve NP-hard problems. We solve the problem by representing a solution not as a bag of elements, but with a canonical representation which takes into account the topology of the solution. This new layer of complexity needs non trivial ideas and technicalities to avoid generating duplicate solutions, in order to ensure correctness without storing the output in memory.
Related work
Hardness and restricted problem for hereditary properties. Hereditary properties, also called Independence set systems, have been well-known and studied since the 80's. One of the most striking result is the one by Lawler et al. [29] , which shows that generating all the maximal solutions of an independent set system in an output-sensitive fashion implies p=np. This is proved by reducing SAT formulas with N variables to appropriate set systems which have N dummy maximal solutions, plus one maximal solution for each satisfying assignment of the corresponding formula. Moreover, in the same work the notion of restricted problem has been introduced. As the restricted problem is a sub-problem of the general one, we have that if the general problem can be solved with some class Lawler et al [29] Cohen et al [13] this work Table 2 : State of the art comparison, where G T and G S are respectively the time and space to recognize whether X ∈ F, while R T and R S are the time and space required to get the next solution of the restricted problem, q is the maximum size of the solutions in F.
guarantee, the restricted one can be solved with the same guarantee. On the other hand, both [29] and [14] show that the running time and space requirement of the general problem also depends on those of the restricted one so that if the latter ones are easier to solve then the former can potentially achieve output sensitivity. For hereditary properties, [13] proves that the general problem can be solved in polynomial space and polynomial delay if the restricted problem can be solved in polynomial space and polynomial total time.
Framework by Cohen et al. for connected hereditary properties. The work by [13] proves significant insights for connected hereditary set systems, by providing an algorithm for the general problem which uses the restricted problem as a subroutine. They show that if the restricted can be solved in polynomial time (resp. incremental polynomial time, polynomial total time) then the general problem can be solved in polynomial delay (resp. incremental polynomial time, polynomial total time). This relationship extends that among hereditary properties and their restricted problems, at the cost of using exponential space. Indeed, for connected hereditary properties, their framework essentially corresponds to a visit on a graph-like structure like that in Figure 3 , storing in memory all maximal solutions found so far. This clearly requires exponential space, as the number of maximal solutions can be exponential. Reducing the space usage to polynomial, while keeping the delay bounded, is left as an open problem in [13] . Our paper will also fill this gap. Calling R T and R S respectively the time and space required to solve the restricted problem for the problem at hand, we show in Table 2 a summary of the results achieved by the techniques in [29] and [14] , as well as those of this work.
Frameworks for closed objects by Boley et al. and Uno et al.
Other works have focused on set systems more general than the ones studied by [13] , like strongly accessible set systems, but they used different requirements for the objects to look for. This is the case of the framework by [8] and [4] . In these works, a set system (U, F) is given together with a closure operator σ : F → F, which satisfies extensivity, monotonicity, and idempotence properties. In such a context, a set F ∈ F is called closed if σ(F ) = F and these works aim at listing all the F ∈ F which are closed. In principle, the concept of closure is similar to that of maximality, in that both allow the algorithm to ignore many solutions that are not significant in that their information is included in some other more important one, thus improving the significance of the output and the total running time. We remark, however, that this is a different kind of problem as we require maximal solutions instead, for which monotonicity does not apply.
Low memory enumeration. Even when a listing algorithm is time-efficient, i.e. polynomial total time or polynomial delay, turning this algorithm in a polynomial space one can be challenging. Indeed, as the size of the output can be exponential, polynomial space means that the algorithm may only store up to a poly-logarithm of the size of the output. As observed by Fukuda, introducing the notion of "compactness", "an enumeration algorithm may not have to store all output in the active memory": indeed, "some algorithms can simply dump each output object without storing it" [19] . On the other hand, it is sometimes hard to achieve both output sensitive time and polynomial space, for instance because all the previous solutions need to be stored to check whether a new solution has been already generated or not, like in the approach by Cohen et al. [13] . When the absence of duplication can be ensured by the algorithmic structure, however, each solution can be output and thrown away, so in these cases polynomial space is often sufficient. In some special cases, it is even possible to design output sensitive algorithms whose additional space is just the maximum size of the objects to be listed [16, 15, 5] . One of the main ingredients of these kind of results is a stateless structure, which is the capability of a recursive algorithm to rebuild the recursion stack when returning from a nested call. As most current output-sensitive approaches have a recursive nature, they can reach Θ(n) nesting levels even for sparse graphs. In these cases, using the stack should be avoided: indeed, just storing one memory word per recursion level takes the memory usage to Ω(n). We will show that our framework can be implemented in a stateless fashion, using as little as O(q) additional space.
Case study: maximal common connected induced subgraphs. For any two given input graphs A and B, a subgraph S of A is in common with B if S is isomorphic to a subgraph of B: it is maximal if there is no other common subgraph that strictly contains it. The maximal common subgraph (mcs) problem requires discovering all the mcs's of G and H. The mcs problem can be constrained to connected and induced subgraphs (mccis) [10, 25, 26] , where the latter means that all the edges of G between nodes in the mcs are mapped to edges of H, and vice versa. The connectivity constraint is important to remove redundant solutions corresponding to compatible combinations of disjoint connected subgraphs, while the induced constraint is used to reduce the search space while still preserving the significance of the result [10] .
Finding an output sensitive algorithm with polynomial space for the mccis implies a polynomial algorithm for the well-known graph isomorphism problem, whose current best bound is quasipolynomial [6] . A weaker version corresponds to finding maximal isomorphisms corresponding to mcciss. Finding an output sensitive algorithm with polynomial space for listing these isomorphisms is open, as several works [10, 25, 26] adapt existing techniques for maximal clique enumeration without any guarantee. Indeed, by applying the transformation by Levi [31] , the maximal isomorphisms corresponding to mcss reduces to maximal clique enumeration in a new graph, called product graph. A variation of this product graph by [26] allows to reduce the maximal isomorphism corresponding to mcciss to listing special cliques. In particular, given A and B, the vertices of the product graph G obtained by A and B, are the pairs in V (A) × V (B) and there is a black (resp. white) edge between (u, x) and (v, y) whether {u, v} ∈ E(A) and {x, y} ∈ E(B) (resp. {u, v} ∈ E(A) and {x, y} ∈ E(B)). Intuitively, an edge of G is black whether the assignments are compatible and the corresponding vertices are both connected in A and B. Let G B be the edge subgraph of G containing only black edges. For each isomorphism corresponding to mcciss of A and B, there is a maximal clique in G connected by black edges in G B , and vice versa. We call these subgraphs of G as bc-clique. Hence, in general, given a graph G whose edges are either black or white, we will show how to list all the maximal bc-cliques in G in an output sensitive fashion without storing all the solutions.
Enumeration Framework for Strongly Accessible Set System
Reverse search is a powerful enumeration tool that can be made stateless, so a natural question is in which cases it can be efficiently applied to list the maximal solutions 3 of set systems. We provide answers to this question by introducing our framework for strongly accessible set systemsAs this task is rather more complex than expected, we provide the following road map to help the reader.
Roadmap
We begin in Section 3.2 by highlighting some properties (in Definition 1) that allow a set system to have a reverse search algorithm listing its maximal solutions. Looking at the literature, these properties are adopted by many enumeration algorithms, which explicitly or implicitly 4 rely on a routine, which we denote complete, that is applied to a suitable portion of the current maximal solution to generate another maximal solution (Property 3).
Routine complete is at the heart of these enumeration algorithms because it gives a method to generate new maximal solutions from known ones. Its properties can be used to avoid generating duplicate solutions, thus giving a way to ensure correctness without storing the output in memory. Unfortunately, keeping the fundamental properties of complete valid for (commutable) strongly accessible set systems can be hard (Lemmas 4 and 5).
In Section 3.3 we avoid this issue by giving a different definition of complete, based on a black box choose to select the next element to be added to the current partial solution S . This induces a canonical ordering of the elements of a maximal solution S, which is not necessarily the sorted order of its elements, but it is rather dictated by the order in which choose extracts the elements to be added. Differently from before, complete takes polynomial time (iff choose takes polynomial time) and the canonical ordering guarantees that the vertices in any prefix of S induce a (partial) solution S ∈ F. We use this to define a total order among the maximal solutions, which can be listed by the reverse search (Theorem 14) when a suitable condition (Requirement 9) is satisfied.
In Section 4 we refine our approach when the strongly accessible set system is commutable. We define choose so that the elements of S are partitioned into layers (Definition 20): intuitively, the elements in the same layer can be chosen in any given order; instead, those in the next layer should be taken only after all the elements in the current layer have been consumed by choose. Although this mechanism of layers is significantly more complex, it gives a more refined way to generate new maximal solutions from the current one (Lemma 23). Its strength lays in generalizing the previous approaches [13, 29] based on restricted problems to the wider class of commutable set systems. We obtain improved bounds wherever the restricted problem can be solved efficiently (Theorems 24, 25, and 26).
Finally, in Section 5 we observe that our algorithms can be made stateless, simulating the traversal of the directed forest implicitly induced by these algorithms. This approach uses just O(q) more space than solving the restricted problem.
Using reverse search: initial obstacles
From now on, we will assume that F is nonempty, as otherwise the listing problem is trivial. For a set system (U, F), we define parent as a partial function whose domain is the set of maximal solutions for (U, F): given a maximal solution S, either parent returns another maximal solution S = S or is undefined. In the latter case, we say that S is a root.
(A) parent(S) can be computed from S given the knowledge of (U, F); also, a compatible order ≺ (that is, parent(S) ≺ S) on the maximal solutions of (U, F) must exist.
(B) roots = {X : X is a root} can be computed given the knowledge of (U, F).
(C) children(S) = {X : parent(X) = S} can be computed from S given (U, F).
Given a set system (U, F) that is reverse searchable for a given parent function, all the maximal solutions for (U, F) can be enumerated with no duplicates. Indeed, conditions A-C in Definition 1 define a directed forest whose nodes, i.e., the maximal solutions of (U, F), can be listed by simulating a traversal, as proved next. A visual example of this structure is shown in Figure 3 (right) , where S1 and S5 are the roots.
Lemma 2. Given a set system (U, F) that is reverse searchable for a given parent function, all the maximal solutions for (U, F) can be enumerated with no duplicates.
Proof. The algorithm to find all the maximal solutions works as follows. For each S ∈ roots, invoke the following recursive procedure rec(S). Given a solution S, rec(S) simply calls rec(S ) for each S ∈ children(S). This suffices to find all the solutions. Indeed, by contradiction, let S be the minimum solution under ≺ that is not found. If S is a root, it is found by Definition 1.B. Otherwise, there exists P = parent(S), which is found since P ≺ S by Definition 1.A. As S ∈ children(P ), S is then found by Definition 1.C. Moreover, each solution is found exactly once. As each solution S has only one parent and there are no cycles by Definition 1.A, we have that there is only one P such that S ∈ children(P ).
To actually implement Definition 1 many algorithms rely (directly or indirectly) on the following complete function, whose domain is the whole F, not only the maximal sets in F (Tsukiyama et al. [43] inspired many of these algorithms).
Property 3. A set system (U, F) is reverse searchable if the following conditions are satisfied.
• The compatible order between maximal solutions, i.e. ≺, is the lexicographical order.
• Given a solution X ∈ F, not necessarily maximal, complete(X) returns the lexicographic minimum among all the maximal solutions containing X.
• parent(S), if it exists, is defined as complete(X) for some X ⊂ S, with complete(X) = S.
• A child S ∈ children(S), if it exists, is defined as S = complete(X ∪ {w}) for some X ⊂ S and w ∈ U.
Proof. If we fail to compute parent(S), then S is a root. Otherwise, parent(S) = complete(X) = S for some X ⊂ S, and the above conditions imply that complete(X) ≺ S as S is one of the maximal solutions containing X but it cannot be the lexicographic minimum. Finally, children(S) can be computed using complete as stated in the last condition.
The conditions in Property 3 imply those in Definition 1 (the converse is not necessarily true). Unfortunately this approach cannot be applied to strongly accessible set systems, as the complete function in Property 3 can be NP-hard to compute, e.g. in the case of bc-cliques. 
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Figure 4: A graph with black and white edges. The crossed red edges between T1-F1, T2-F2 and so on symbolize that there is no white edge among those nodes, all other pairs of nodes (except the ones already connected by a black edge) are connected by a white edge. Computing the lexicographically minimum bc-clique containing X = {Y 1} is NP-hard.
Lemma 4. Given a graph G whose edges are either black or white and a non-maximal bc-clique X of G, it is NP-hard to find the lexicographically minimum among the maximal bc-cliques containing X.
Proof. We prove that a complete(X) function that returns the lexicographically minimum bcclique containing X can be used to solve a SAT problem in polynomial time, by building a graph with nodes linear in the amount of the clauses and variables in the formula. Given a SAT formula with n variables x 1 . . . x n and k clauses d 1 . . . d k , we build the the graph in Figure 4 , whose nodes are C1 . . . Ck, T 1 . . . T n, F 1 . . . F n and Y 1 . . . Y n, labelled increasingly in this order (i.e., nodes C1 . . . Ck have smaller label than all other nodes). Each Y i is connected with a black edge to T i and F i, and, except for Y 1, also with T i − 1 and F i − 1. Each Ci, which corresponds to d i , is connected with black edge to T j (resp. F j) whether d i contains a positive (resp. negative) occurrence of x j . Hence, nodes in C1 . . . Ck are connected with black edge to an arbitrary amount of T i and F i nodes, but not to any Y i node. All other pairs of nodes are connected with a white edge, except for the pairs T i,F i (symbolized by the red crossed edge in Figure 4 ). It is straightforward to see that any maximal bc-clique in this graph will contain exactly one between any pair of nodes T i,F i, and that any maximal bc-clique containing all nodes in C1 . . . Ck will be lexicographically smaller than any that does not contain all of them (as they have the smallest labels).
Consider complete({Y 1}), i.e., the lexicographically smallest maximal bc-clique containing Y 1. Any bc-clique containing Y 1 and all Ci nodes represents a satisfying assignment for the formula at hand. Indeed, in order for each Ci node to be reachable from Y 1 with black edges, at least one of the T j or F j nodes connected to Ci must be in the bc-clique; the set of T i and F i nodes in the bc-clique will thus give us the value (true or false) of the corresponding variable x i (recall that we cannot have the pair T j-F j in the same bc-clique). Hence, in order to verify that the formula is satisfiable, we only need to compute complete({Y 1}) and check whether this contains all Ci nodes.
Lemma 4 represents an obstacle to implement reverse search algorithms using Property 3. Furthermore, a polynomial cost per solution cannot be guaranteed in the general case, as per the following lemma.
Lemma 5. An algorithm that generates all the α maximal solutions of any strongly accessible set system has a worst case time complexity of Ω(α2 q/2 ), unless SETH is false.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that an algorithm A exists to list all the maximal solutions in an independence set system, which is a particular case of strongly accessible set systems, in O(α2 q k ) time for some k > 2. This implies the existence of an algorithm B for SAT that runs in O(n2 2n k ) time, where n is the number of variables. Indeed, using the reduction in [29] , B first transforms a formula of SAT in a set system, having α = n maximal solutions iff the formula is not satisfiable. Note that this reduction gives q = 2n for the size of the largest maximal set. At this point, B can execute A waiting O(n · 2 2n k ) time: the formula is not satisfiable iff A finds n solutions and terminates within this upper bound. This contradicts the hypothesis that k > 2 as it must be k ≤ 2 by SETH.
Using reverse search: canonical ordering
We give a definition of complete that is different from that in Property 3, exploiting the definition of strongly accessible set systems: for any X, Y ∈ F such that X ⊂ Y , there exists z ∈ Y \ X such that X ∪ {z} ∈ F. The idea is to let complete incrementally add these elements z, thus permuting the elements of a maximal solution S, and obtaining a relative order of the elements of U that depends on S itself.
Specifically, we label the elements in U arbitrarily as v 1 , . . . , v |U | , and implicitly enforce the condition v i < v j iff i < j after the labeling. From now on, we identify elements with their labels. Given X ∈ F and a subset of elements A ⊆ U, we use X + A = {a ∈ A \ X : X ∪ {a} ∈ F} to denote the set of elements of A that can be added to X. We use X + as an equivalent form for X + U . (Note that the minimum element of these sets is well defined because U is labelled.) We use Z = {x ∈ U : {x} ∈ F} to denote the set of good singletons. 5 The following fact holds.
Fact 6. 1. X ∩ Z = ∅ for any nonempty X ∈ F.
X
+ S = ∅ for any X, S ∈ F such that X ⊂ S.
Proof. Fact 6.1 holds as Y = ∅ ⊂ X is in F implies that there exists z ∈ X \ Y such that Y ∪ {z} = {z} ∈ F by definition of strongly accessible set systems. Hence, z ∈ Z ∩ X meaning that Z = ∅ if a nonempty solution exists. Fact 6.2 directly follows from the definition of strongly accessible set system.
Given X ∈ F, we denote by source(X) the smallest element in X ∩ Z, which exists by Fact 6. Given a set A ⊆ U, we define complete(X, A) as a procedure that uses Fact 6: while X + A is nonempty, in each iteration an element x ∈ X + A is selected by a user-defined black box choose(X, A), and x is added to X (see Algorithm 1 where choose(X, A) returns the minimum). Different implementations of choose lead to different results for our framework. We use complete(X) as a shorthand for complete(X, U).
Let us consider complete({source(S)}, S): it naturally induces a permutation of the elements in S, called canonical order s 1 , . . . , s |S| ∈ S, where source(S) is the first element s 1 , and each subsequent element s i is chosen during the iterations (i = 2, 3, . . . , |S|) of complete according to choose. This differs from Section 3.2, where the increasing order of S is implicitly adopted.
Example 7. In the case of the bc-cliques in Figure 1 , let X be {1, 2}, X + is the set {5, 6} as both the nodes 5 and 6 can be added to X while maintaining the bc-clique property (3 is not in X + as it is not black connected to X). complete(X) adds to X the node 5, since 5 < 6; it then adds 3, Algorithm 1: Basic framework for strongly accessible set systems Input : Strongly accessible (U, F) Output : All maximal X ∈ F for R ∈ roots do spawn(R)
\* Output X if depth is even *\ Function children(P, w) foreach X ⊂ P \ {w} such that X ∪ {w} ∈ F do S ← complete(X ∪ {w}, U) if parent(S), pi(S), core(S) = P, w, X then yield return S as X + = {3, 6}, and finally 6, as X + = {6}. When X = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}, X + = ∅, as X cannot be enlarged anymore maintaining the bc-clique property. A visual representation of the corresponding canonical order is shown top-down in Figure 5 (b).
Note that complete(X) may not return the lexicographically smallest bc-clique containing X, but we will show that its properties allow us to define a suitable parent function.
Given S and 0 < j ≤ |S|, we define S[j] = s 1 , . . . , s j as the jth prefix of the canonical order of S. We observe that the following prefix-closure property holds for any choose. Along with choose, our framework also requires a user-defined total ordering 6 between maximal solutions that satisfies the following constraint, needed to satisfy Definition 1.A. Continuing the description of our framework, we can now define the notions required for the reverse search (Definition 1).
Definition 12. Given a maximal solution S, define pi(S) as the earliest element s j in the canonical order of S such that complete(S[j]) = S: if j > 1, then core(S) = S[j − 1], and parent(S) = complete(core(S)); otherwise, S has no parent and thus S ∈ roots.
Example 13. Consider the bc-cliques S 1 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} and S 2 = {3, 4, 5} in Figure 1 . Their canonical order is respectively 1, 2, 5, 3, 6 and 3, 5, 4 . Since complete({1}) = S 1 , we have S 1 ∈ roots. For S 2 , since both complete({3}) and complete({3, 5}) give S 1 , pi(S 2 ) = 4 and core(S 2 ) = {3, 5}. As complete(core(S 2 )) = S 1 we have that the parent of S 2 is S 1 . It is worth observing that S 1 = parent(S 2 ) ≺ S 2 (see Example 11) .
By Requirement 9, we have parent(S) ≺ S as parent(S) = complete(core(S)) = S, and thus it satisfies Definition 1.A. From Definition 12, we have that S is a root iff complete(S[1]) = S, thus satisfying Definition 1.B. As for Definition 1.C, we observe that children(S) is defined as all the solutions S for which parent(S ) = S. Theorem 14. Given a total order among maximal solutions and a choose function such that Requirement 9 is fulfilled, and given children(S), any strongly accessible set system is reverse searchable.
We now discuss how to design children(S). Let children(S, w) be the function that returns all the maximal solutions S ∈ children(S) such that w = pi(S ). Clearly, children(S) = w∈U children(S, w), and the union is disjoint since a solution has a unique pi (Definition 12).
With reference to Algorithm 1, we show how to implement children(P, w) given a maximal solution P (the parent) and one element w ∈ U.
Lemma 15. For any two maximal solutions S and P , such that P = parent(S), there exists X ⊂ P and w ∈ X such that S = complete(X ∪ {w}), where X = core(S) and w = pi(S).
Proof. According to Definition 12, given a solution S, whose canonical order is s 1 , . . . , s |S| , the relationship between S and P = parent(S) is such that P = complete(core(S)), where core(S) = s 1 , . . . , s j for some j. For each i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ j, s i ∈ S ∩ P ; s j+1 = pi(S) is in S \ core(S). Note that given S and P = parent(S), we have core(S) ⊂ P , pi(S) ∈ core(S), and S = complete(core(S) ∪ {pi(S)}).
Lemma 15, essentially says that we can exploit algorithmically the inclusion children(P, w) ⊆ {complete(X ∪ {w}) : X ⊂ P, X ∪ {w} ∈ F}. It is worth observing that while core(S) is a prefix of S, it is not necessarily also a prefix of P as the canonical order of P could differ (including its source). This implies that we do not know a priori which subsets X ⊂ P may be the core of some child of P . The only hint we have is that X ∪ {w} ∈ F as its elements must be a prefix of S when put into canonical order. 8 children(P, w) computes candidate children S as complete(X ∪ {w}), for each possible X ∈ 2 P such that X ∪ {w} ∈ F: it retains S if P = parent(S), w = pi(S), and X = core(S). While the first two conditions are sufficient to ensure that S ∈ children(P, w), the third one is required to output each child once: if we find an S such that P = parent(S), w = pi(S) but X = core(S), we discard it as surely we will find S again when X = core(S).
Example 16. Consider the case in Figure 1 . For the sake of simplicity we will report the elements of a solution in the canonical order. When P = {3, 5, 4}, X = {5} and w = 8, the candidate child S in Algorithm 1 is complete({5, 8}) = {2, 5, 8, 7}. However, parent(2, 5, 8, 7) = {1, 2, 5, 3 , 6}, thus we discard S. Now consider P = {1, 2, 5, 3, 6}, X = {2} and w = 8: the corresponding candidate child S is {2, 5, 8, 7}. Even though parent(2, 5, 8, 7) = {1, 2, 5, 3, 6}, we have core({2, 5, 8, 7}) = {2, 5} = X and hence we discard S again. When P = {1, 2, 5, 3, 6}, X = {2, 5}, and w = 8, we obtain the same S a third time, but now S is not discarded.
The running time of Algorithm 1 is stated in the following lemma. It is worth noting that the delay is close to the conditional lower bound of Lemma 5. Recall that G T is the time needed to check whether X ∈ F.
Lemma 17. Algorithm 1 has delay O(q2 q · |U| 2 · G T ).
Proof. choose can clearly be computed in O(|U | · G T ) time. This means that we can compute complete in O(q|U | · G T ). We can compute parent, pi and core in O(q|U | · G T ) too, since it is enough to check for every j if choose(S[j]) = s j , as the greatest j for which this does not happen identifies the core and the pi. To compute parent, we then only need to run complete once. Since we run these computations 2 q · |U| times for every solution found, the thesis follows.
Refined Framework for Connected Hereditary Properties
A natural question is whether a more refined method to generate children is possible. As we show in this section, this has a positive answer at least for connected hereditary graph properties, due to what we call the commutable property:
Definition 18 (Commutable property). A strongly accessible set system (U, F) verifies the commutable commutable property if, given any X, Y ∈ F such that X = ∅ and X ⊂ Y , for any a, b ∈ Y \ X, if X ∪ {a} ∈ F and X ∪ {b} ∈ F then X ∪ {a, b} ∈ F.
We will show that connected hereditary properties (that is, the set systems induced by connected hereditary properties) also verify this commutable property, and that this will allow us to design a smarter way to generate children solutions.
Lemma 19. The set systems induced by connected hereditary graph properties are strong accessible and verify the commutable property.
Proof. Let (U, F) be the set system induced by a connected hereditary property, and let X, Y ∈ F be two solutions such that X ⊂ Y . Firstly, there must be v ∈ Y \ X connected to some vertex in X, otherwise Y would not be connected, as no vertex in X would be connected to any vertex in Y \ X; since Y ∈ F and thus Y is connected, we have some v ∈ Y \ X connected to some vertex in X, and X ∪ {v} ∈ F by definition of connected hereditary, thus (U, F) is strongly accessible. Furthermore, assume X = ∅, and let a, b ∈ Y \ X be two elements such that X ∪ {a} ∈ F and X ∪ {b} ∈ F . We thus have that X is connected, and so are X ∪ {a} and X ∪ {b}. Since X is not empty it must be that X ∪ {a, b} is connected. We have that X ∪ {a, b} is a connected subgraph of Y , which by definition of connected hereditary property implies X ∪ {a, b} ∈ F, thus (U, F) verifies the commutable property.
Again, we define choose (and thus ) so that complete creates a canonical order. To do so we first need to introduce the notion of layer.
Definition 20. Given X ∈ F and a starting element t ∈ X ∩ Z, define inductively B i : 9 9 Note that Bi is made only of elements from X whereas B + i is made of elements from X ∪ X + . Algorithm 2: Refined framework for connected hereditary properties: children + choose
Then, for any y ∈ X ∪ X + , its layer relatively to X from t is lay X t (y) = min{i : y ∈ B + i−1 }.
We simply write lay X when t = source(X). This is useful for defining choose(X, A), as given in Algorithm 2: for each element y ∈ X + A , associate a pair lay X (y), y with y; return the element y ∈ X + A whose associated pair is the lexicographically minimum. When choose is plugged into complete, as we saw in Section 3.3, we obtain the canonical order of a maximal solution S and, consequently, the notions of parent, core, pi.
Example 21. Consider the bc-clique in Figure 5(a) , where X = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} is the set of its vertices, and the starting element is t = source(X) = 1. The elements of X have layers 0, 1, 3, 2, 2, respectively, relatively to X from t (e.g. lay X (2) = 1 and lay X (5) = 2). Running complete({source(X)}, X) with the choose function in Algorithm 2, we obtain the canonical order in Figure 5 (c) as follows. We add 2 to {1} as it is the only option for choose. Next, we can choose between 5 and 6 for extending {1, 2}: we adds 5, as lay X (5), 5 is smaller than lay X (6), 6 . This gives {1, 2, 5} and choose selects 6 between the next options 6 and 3. Finally, it selects 3, obtaining X and the above canonical order. Also, we observe that X ∈ roots as complete applied to each prefix S[j] (i.e. 1; 1, 2; . . . ; 1, 2, 5, 6, 3) always gives X.
Consider now the other two bc-cliques, X 1 = {3, 4, 5} and X 2 = {2, 5, 7, 8}, from Figure 1 . Their canonical order is 3|5|4 (with layers in increasing order separated by "|") and 2|5, 8|7. Also, X is their parent: for example, X = parent(X 1 ) = complete({3, 5}) and thus core(X 1 ) = {3, 5} and pi(X 1 ) = 4. We observe that during the execution of complete, the source changes (hence the canonical order): {3|5} → {2|5|3} → {1|2|5|3} → {1|2|5, 6|3}. (Also, core(X 2 ) = {2, 5} and pi(X 2 ) = 8.) In general, during the execution of complete the source of X may change and, consequently, the layers of the elements in X ∪ X + change accordingly. This does not affect X + , but only the relative order of its elements.
Recalling that we have to meet Requirement 9, we define the order between any two maximal solutions S and T as follows. Let their canonical order be s 1 , . . . , s |S| and t 1 , . . . , t |T | . Then S ≺ T iff lay S s 1 (s j ), s j is lexicographically smaller than lay T t 1 (t j ), t j , for the smallest j giving different pairs (note that j exists as both solutions are maximal).
We are now ready to state the version of Lemma 10 for commutable set systems, which can be proven in the same way as the version for strongly accessible set systems.
Lemma 22. When combined with choose from Algorithm 2, complete in Algorithm 1 fulfills Requirement 9.
We finally need to implement children to meet the conditions of Theorem 14 for reverse search. A key ingredient is the concept of restricted problem, originally introduced by Lawler et al. [29] : given a maximal solution P ∈ F and an element w ∈ U \ P , the restricted problem restr(P, w) asks to list all maximal solutions R = P in the reduced set system (P ∪ {w}, F). Under suitable conditions, Cohen et al. [13] remarkably prove that we can efficiently enumerate the maximal solutions in (connected) hereditary systems (U, F) iff we can do that in its restricted version for (P ∪ {w}, F). We will assume that we can enumerate the solutions of any restricted problem restr(P, w) in at most R T time, and using at most R S ≥ q space. Moreover, we will use R B to denote an upper bound on the number of solutions of any restricted problem. Using restr(P, w) as a black box we give some necessary conditions to compute children(P, w), recalling that children(P ) = w∈U children(P, w).
The main conceptual step is showing that examining the solutions of restr(P, w) is enough for our goal. Define the truncated function complete(X, A)| w as follows: during the execution of complete, if choose(X, A) returns w then stop the execution and return the current X (so that w ∈ X). We need the above truncated function and this key lemma to implement children(P, w) in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 23. For any maximal solution P and w ∈ U, we have that children(P, w) is contained in the set of maximal solutions S such that 1. there exists R ∈ restr(P, w) (with R = P and w ∈ P ) and 2. S = complete( complete({s}, R)| w ∪ {w}, U ) (with s ∈ (R ∩ Z) and s = w).
Proof. We will prove that, for any S such that parent(S) = P , the two conditions of the lemma hold by choosing w = pi(S), s = source(S) and R = r(S) = complete(core(S) ∪ {pi(S)}, parent(S) ∪ {pi(S)}) 10 .
During the proof, we will use repeatedly the following key fact about our choose function: for any Y ⊆ A, if b = choose(X, A) belongs to (X ∪ Y ) By construction of complete, r(S) is a maximal solution in parent(S) ∪ {pi(S)} and it is different from parent(S), as pi(S) ∈ r(S), provided that we can prove pi(S) ∈ parent(S).
Suppose by contradiction that w = pi(S) ∈ parent(S), and let y = choose(core(S)) be the first element that complete adds to core(S) when generating parent(S). Note that y = w by definition of core. Clearly y ∈ S, as otherwise core(S) ∪ {y} would be a prefix of S and so y = pi(S) = w. By the commutable property, the fact that core(S) ∪ {w} ∪ {y} ⊆ parent(S) and both core(S) ∪ {w}, core(S) ∪ {y} ∈ F implies that y ∈ (core(S) ∪ {w}) + . By the aforementioned key fact we then have that y = choose(core(S) ∪ {w}), so complete(core(S) ∪ {w}) = S, which contradicts the definition of core(S) and pi(S). This proves the first part of the statement.
Regarding the second part, it is enough to prove that complete({s}, R)| w = core(S). We will only consider the case in which core(S) ∪ {w} = S, as otherwise the proof is trivial (since r(S) = S). Let s = s 1 , . . . , s cs be the canonical order of core(S), where cs = |core(S)| and w is denoted as s cs+1 . Suppose now that the first cs elements added by complete({s}, R) are not s 2 , . . . , s cs+1 and let r i = s i , i > 1, be the first "wrong" element that is added. Thus we have r i = choose(S[i − 1], R), recalling that S[i − 1] = {s 1 , . . . , s i−1 }. Note that r i ∈ S, as that would contradict the definition of canonical order. By the commutable property and the fact that and core(S) ∪ {w} ∪ {r i } ⊆ R, we can easily prove (by induction) that r i ∈ S[j] + R for j = i − 1, . . . cs + 1. Since S[cs + 1] = core(S) ∪ {w}, we have r i ∈ (core(S) ∪ {w}) + R and, by the aforementioned key fact, r i = choose(core(S) ∪ {w}, R). This implies that r i is a better candidate than s cs+2 for choose: this continues to be true if we consider the whole U instead of just R, so the first step of complete(core(S)∪{w}) does not add s cs+2 . As a result, we have complete(core(S)∪{w}) = S, which is a contradiction.
We remark that Lemma 23 does not necessarily hold if we use the canonical order from Section 3.3 (as briefly noted in the proof), and avoids us to blindly target all of X ⊂ P ∪ {w}.
We observe that different solutions R ∈ restr(P, w) could lead to the same maximal solution S. We avoid this by checking that R = r(S) when we generate a child, as r(S) is computed deterministically from S.
The following theorem holds.
Theorem 24. Given a solution P , an element w ∈ U \ P , a solution R = P of the restricted problem restr(P, w), there exists an algorithm that enumerates all maximal solutions S such that parent(S) = P , pi(S) = w, r(S) = R in time O(q 3 |U |G T ) and space O(G S ).
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 23. Indeed, note that source(S) ∈ core(S) ⊂ r(S). As the tuple parent(S), pi(S), start(S), r(S) uniquely identifies S, and there are at most |R \ {w}| < q possible sources, there are at most q possible solutions to test. As each can be found by using Lemma 23 in time O(q 2 |U |), 11 the statement holds. At most O(q) space is used by the algorithm, giving a total space usage of
As we scan all the possible solutions of the restricted problem, by Definition 1, we obtain that Algorithm 1, using children and choose routines in Algorithm 2, makes any set system induced by a connected hereditary property reverse searchable. Proof. For every solution, we solve |U| times the restricted problem. Then, for every solution of the restricted problem, we run the computations described in Lemma 24. The total running time follows easily.
Stateless Enumeration and Memory Usage
The recursive version of our algorithms do not yet guarantee polynomial space: indeed, the number of nested recursive calls could be non-polynomial. Moreover, Algorithm 2 stores the solutions of the restricted problem, which may be non-polynomial in number.
We address the first of these problems by removing the explicit recursion. The state of the computation inside a certain recursive call is fully determined by the variables P , w, X in Algorithm 1 and P , w, R, s in Algorithm 2. Moreover, when a recursive call is made in the algorithms the conditions written in the code imply that we can easily (and cheaply) compute the state variables using only information about the child. It is thus easy to modify these two algorithms to simulate the recursion avoiding an explicit stack.
With regard to the restricted problem, note that we can iterate over the solutions of the restricted problem using R T time and R S space: we can restart the iteration whenever we backtrack in the (simulated) recursion tree, as this does not impact the delay. These observations allow us to state the following.
Theorem 26. The stateless versions of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 achieve the same delays while taking, respectively, O(G S ) and O(G S + R S ) space.
Note that in the case of bc-cliques, G T , G S , R T and R S are O(q). Hence, as an application of Theorems 25 and 26, we obtain the following.
Theorem 27. There exists an algorithm to list all the maximal bc-cliques with delay O(q 5 |U| 2 ) and O(q) space.
Corollary 28. For a commutable set system, the solutions of the general problem can be enumerated in polynomial total time and polynomial space if and only if the solutions of the restricted problem can be enumerated in polynomial total time and polynomial space. Moreover, the solutions of the general problem can be enumerated in polynomial delay and polynomial space if the solutions of the restricted problem can be enumerated in polynomial time and polynomial space.
Conclusions
In this paper we described a space-efficient framework to design algorithms for enumerating the maximal solutions in strongly accessible set systems, whose complexity is O(α2 q ) time. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first non-trivial bound for this class of enumeration problems, that approaches the lower bound of O(α2 q/2 ) time given by Lawler [29] .
Furthermore, we solve the open problem left by Cohen et al. [13] by giving an improved version of our framework which links its delay to the restricted problem, but still using polynomial space, for connected hereditary graph properties.
To give a more complete picture, we should remark that the improved version of our framework is not limited to just connected hereditary graph properties: we call the class of set systems to which it can be applied commutable set systems, which corresponds to all set systems that are strongly accessible and respect the commutable property. It is easy to show that the class of commutable set systems includes more than connected hereditary properties: for example, it is easy to see that required hereditary and required connected hereditary properties (defined in Section 1) verify the commutable property, thus both version of our framework can be applied to them.
Future work is aimed at applying this framework to a variety of problems, with some already promising preliminary results. A problem that remains open is applying reverse search to a wider context of problems, e.g., without relying on the commutable property or strong accessibility. such properties specifically on graphs, but remarked that different kinds of properties not on graphs could still be modelled as hereditary by representing the domain U as the nodes of a graph with no edges.
Showing that set systems based on hereditary and connected hereditary properties form commutable set systems is straighforward. We recall the commutable property, that is given X, Y ∈ F with Y ⊂ X and a, b ∈ X \ Y , if Y ∪ {a} ∈ F and Y ∪ {b} ∈ F, then Y ∪ {a, b} ∈ F. For hereditary properties, clearly Y ∪ {a, b} ∈ F as it is a subset of X. For connected hereditary the same holds: as Y ∪ {a} and Y ∪ {b} are two intersecting connected subgraphs of X, then Y ∪ {a, b} is also a connected subgraph of X, thus Y ∪ {a, b} ∈ F.
